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CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD MINUTES 
GOB, 3 N. Erie St.  

Room 331, Mayville, NY 
July 23rd, 2018 

 

PRESENT: Dick Patton, Bruno Bruni, Ted Bogdan, Doug Bowen, Rebecca Yanus, John Penhollow, John 
Frey, Rich Ketcham & Bernie Auer 
ABSENT: Jeff Gossett and Dave Pihl 
OTHERS: Don McCord, Mike Longley, Rich Ardillo, Jon Ortendal, John Robinson, Patricia Greenstein, Mark 
Lyons, Mark Twitchell, Ben Weslyn, Matt Altenger, Ms. Ortendahl, Steve Bowman, Mike Gieski, Nate 
Palmer, Linda Prohall, Candy Crowell, Diana Erma, Roy Harvey, Henry (last name inaudible), Mike Lamano, 
John Conway, Don Maholick, and Dan Spitzer 

Administration / Organization 

INTRODUCTIONS Chairperson Bowen called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to the July 
Special Planning Board Meeting.  

CORRESP. Packet in Favor, Letter from Todd Johnson/N. Harmony Town Supervisor, Speech from 
Rich Ardillo/Villenova. All other correspondence has been electronic and has been 
shared with Planning Board.  
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PRIVILEGE OF 
FLOOR 

 Rich Ardillo, Jon Ortendal, John Robinson, Patricia Greenstein, Mark Lyons, Mark 
Twitchell, Ben Weslyn, Matt Altenger, Ms. Ortendahl, Steve Bowman, Mike Gieski, Nate 
Palmer, Linda Prohall, Candy Crowell, Diana Erma, Roy Harvey, Henry(last name 
inaudible), Mike Lamano, John Conway, Don Maholick, and Dan Spitzer 
 
Rich Ardillo- Not in tourist spot, pretty much forgotten on east side of county. NRG 
should be repowered but has no bearing on this project. Keep personal opinions out of it. 
Stick to issues, look at facts and make best decision. We are here to discuss the 
modifications.  
 
Jon Ortendahl- County Comprehensive Plan handout-lists the visions and goals stated in 
the plan and request that we stick with those. 
 
John Robinson- against height request of 600 ft and the amount of time given to review 
the data. Speaks on data he researched in regards to low level sounds- no data from 
vesta, especially for 600 ft.- health and wellbeing of local residents can be affected. We 
need greater setbacks. This project provides no true cost benefits.  
 
Patricia Greenstein- Both gentlemen have spoken on issues that concern me. Spoke of 
20/20 Plan to save agriculture- Small farmers and how they contribute to food chain- 
Economic liabilities-Ginger Schroder has report that list economic liabilities for this type 
of project. Did anyone ever do anything this extensively? Spoke of our grape industry and 
how it could be affected.  
 
Mark Lyons-RES- introduced Dr. Christopher Olson- developed report on setbacks- 
Dr. Olson- environmental health consultant- Towers are getting taller but does not mean 
louder. These are 2 decimals quitter than the previously planned installation. Setbacks 
are based on scientific reports- speaks on setback requirements and suggestions-speaks 
on noise effects on local residents-ice throw-low frequency noise. 
 
Mark Twitchell- Fredonia-losing income because turbines are noisy-Property value go 
down-addressed letter received from Mr. Lyon’s previously that claimed turbines are 
quitter-has RES installed this technology anywhere else and have there been any studies 
that prove that they make less noise? Study you received from Dr. Olson includes 
information from researchers who have a financial stake in wind power and the reports 
are outdated and obsolete. Begins to list data about infrasound.  
 
Ben Weslyn- I haven’t heard a lot of anti-wind stuff.  Squeaky wheel kind of thing. People 
think this is already approved and don’t realize they can come to something like this to 
speak against it.  Noise doesn’t compare to train that passes through. 
 
Matt Altenger- People not even from the town are worried about the possible noise and 
are affecting the progress of this project. I am for this project, this is our property, and 
this is our land.   
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CONTINUED Mr. Ortendahl- we were approached to sign wind farm lease. This would leave an impact 
for 63 years. These companies make promises but they wouldn’t change a thing. Its take 
or leave it. These aren’t avoidable. The leases are long, this is forever.  
 
Mike Gieski-Ex dairy farmer. Taxes are not going down. We have an opportunity 
here. We need to take advantage of this. This town needs this.   
 
Property owner of a private air strip upset he won’t be able to enjoy air strip do to 
size and possible dangers of wind turbines and how it will affect his property and 
use.  
 
Nate Palmer- Took a trip to Wyoming County. Asked a list of questions and lots of 
people don’t have issues with this. I think you’ll see more and more and higher and 
higher.  
 
Linda Prohall- You are already getting the windmill, why do we have to make them 
higher? Why does Villenova have to be the 1st to get this height? If these lines are 
buried, can vegetation grow over them, can snowmobiles go over them? Researched 
the ice sling and the information is disturbing. What about hunters and 
snowmobilers getting hit? Please research this more before you vote. Why the rush.  
 
Candy Crowell-I feel that our environment endures such a high price for the 
installation of these turbines. Large carbon foot print. Not completely a clean form 
of energy.  
 
Diana Erma- 6 wind turbines within ½ mile of our property and we are not signed on. 
The closest one is 1800 feet from our house and 900 ft from our property line- with 
smaller turbines-  T-39 is 2,200 feet from our house, T-2 slightly beyond. We are very 
close to these. We are concerned about noise, loss of property value and flicker 
affect. I urge you to disapprove the request. This does not belong among the 
residents and do more research. 
 
Roy Harvey- Acknowledge that two types of audible sound coming from turbines. 
Audible sound-what RES was talking about and what Mr. Olson recommended is 
45DBA.  World Health Org. recommends outer limits of 35DBA. Infrasound is the 
other. Can go long distance. Interviewed Wyoming County and done research and 
they testify the negative effects.  
 
Henry (last name inaudible) - Owner in Forestville. When the windmills are not 
running, you do not get the rebates. Don’t be shortsighted and think this money is 
coming in. If there are lawsuits, that money will get taken by lawyers, etc. be 
sensitive to the money you think is coming in.  
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CONTINUED… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mike Lamano- My father in law has had to sell his property over the years because 
the taxes keep going up and there is nothing there to take over for the taxes. I have 
been living there since 2003. 6 months out of the year, I don’t see many ppl coming 
over the hill, unless you live there. We need to keep this in perspective. I pay $8k a 
year since 2003. As these farms go out, who is going to make up the difference? We 
should be here to talk about the setback not fighting the installation.  
 
John Conway-this is all our views. It may not be our property but we all see it. We 
live here for the peace and the country view. This money will disappear within 3-5 
years and the taxes will go back up. This is a drop in the bucket.  This needs to be 
approved by everyone.  
 
Don Maholick- from my understanding there is no town in the County that has any 
liability regarding the nuisance from private companies.  

 
Don Spitzer- spoke on the experts that the towns rely on. The town is asking you to 
support their right to vote. Spoke of bonding that these companies are required to 
obtain. No wind power company has gone bankrupt in NYS so no decommissioning 
bonds would need to be used. In terms of vegetation, they can absolutely grow over 
lines and support use of snowmobilers. There is no known study that proved wind 
turbines have hurt tourism.  
 
Doug Bowen- SEQRA segmentation 
Spitzer- explains what segmentation is. Referenced the expansion of Long Island 
Expressway. Speaks on process and regulation on SEQRA and what it dictates. 
Questions are what the changes are and what the impacts are. 
 
Bowen- speaks on the County Planning Boards charge. We are focusing on the 
height requirement of the turbines. Whatever the plans decision is, it goes back to 
the town boards to act on the change. If we disapprove, it can be overridden with a 
super majority vote. Spoke of personal experience on wind turbine projects in the 
area. It appears that zoning changes are being made to accommodate the 
development and that is my concern; procedural.  
 

 
Bruno- Any issues with additional right of ways and time delays in burying the lines? 
Lyons- No, is compliant and no obstacles moving forward 
Bruno-Farmlands will still be able to be used. 
Lyons- Lines will be deep enough 

Lyons-All lines were to be underground in Villenova. At that point was originally to go 
overhead.  
How long will road be out of service? 
Lyons-no connection with the lines going underground and road use. We are boring. 
Spitzer- no road would close in the towns.  
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CONTINUED… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ketcham-is this model installed anywhere else in the U.S.? 
Lyons- I am not aware of any in the U.S. but 87- since Dec. 2016. Improvement on 126. 
Tested in Denmark-Independent testing by independent engineers.  A couple being 
installed a couple hours North of Toronto.  
 

Dick Patton- Is this a different generator than the one we have been talking about 
previously? 
Lyons- No sir, this is the same, the only things is that the blades are bigger and on a taller 
tower.  
 
Bruno- what is creating the sound 
Lyons-Majority comes from the blade.  
 
Rebecca- Can you explain the setbacks from 499 to 599?  
Lyons- apart of the package is a letter that explains- Sound level for setback 50 DBA has 
not changed. They are at 47. – spoke of height and setback requirements and the 
multiples that are used to determine height and distance.  
 
John Frey- What are the possible impacts on current and future values of surrounding 
properties? 
Lyons- I have no independent review. We obtained expert advice from IREM and they did 
a study in 2016 that concluded that the project would not have a negative impact. 
Consulted with them again with the proposed modification and they said for this 
marginal difference it would not change their original assessment.  
John Frey- According to FORBES- 12-30% decrease-outside maximum range 40%.  
  
Don McCord- When we received the application from Villenova for the original project a 
SEIS was done with the request of the modification to the height of 499, with new 
underground lines and an additional 100 feet, why did the lead agency choose not to 
pursue a new SEIS for these modifications 
Spitzer- The lead agency has not made that decision yet. Waiting for the boards input. 
Neither town board has voted in any way for this request. 
 
Doug Bowen- motioned to remove this from the table 
Motion made and seconded 
 
Doug Bowen- Made motion to approve project with conditions- supplemental impact 
statement be completed to further study the increase of height in the project and 
property values before and after. 
If SEIS is done-90-180 day turnaround  
 
Motion made and seconded by Ted Bogdan  

1. Approve with Conditions- Rebecca-Yes, Pihl- absent, Ketcham-No, Bruni-Yes, 
Patton-No, Bernie-Yes, Penhollow- No, Gossett-Absent, Frey-No, Bogdan-Yes, 
Bowen- Yes. 5 Yes and 5 No- Motion fails to pass.  
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CONTIUNED John Frey- Motion to disapprove. Motioned made and second by Rich Ketcham. 
1. Disapprove- Rebecca- No, Pihl- Absent, Ketcham-Yes, Bruni- Yes, Patton- Yes, 

Auer- No, Penhollow- Yes, Gossett-Absent, Frey- Yes, Bogdan-No, Bowen- Yes. 6 
yes and 4 no. Motion passes.  

 
Bowen- Amendment is to have this motion affect both referrals from each community-
unanimous approval. 
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